
PBA 2019 AGM Meeting Minutes 
 
Attendees: 
Bob Neck 
Ryan McLaren 
Gus Bolin 
Stephanie Wells 
Shawn Micks 
Noah Crowley 
Adam Crowley 
Ashvin Mohindra 
Grant Elson 
 
Regrets: 
Vanessa Endicott 
Mark Cruise 
 
Agenda: 

- Introduction to meeting 
- Report out from Operations 

- New House League Executive led by Vanessa Endicott 
- Registration down to 669 compared to 779 in 2018 
- House league down 138 players 
- Rep up 28 due to the increased number of teams by two 
- House League Committee convened divisions, organized equipment, ran games  

- Executive involvement was the scheduling of games and umpires 
- Won Junior OBA that Peterborough hosted 
- Hosted AAA Peewee tournament that the Peterborough team finished second 
- Won a AAA Minor Mosquito OBA 
- 302 registered for tryouts this season 
- Secured more field time due to lower number of teams in Men’s Recreational 

league at East City Bowl, Riverside, and Trent 
- Replaced equipment at the house league level  
- Reduction in the number of umpires caused some issues.  
- Field allocations will continue with Tier 1 and Tier 2  
- Tier 1 for Riverside, Tier 2 for Trent 
- Peewee teams will use East City Bowl due to increased allocation for that field 
- Select baseball is reducing due to Tier 2 introductions 

- Report out from Business 
- Budget at the start of the fiscal year was because of our $70,000  
- Hit budget as projected by running a deficit and adding an additional grey road 

uniform for all Tigers teams.  
- 5 years remaining in our Trent deal is sitting in the bank 



- Paid 3, 5 are saved in our GIC 
- $62,000 still sitting in the bank 
- The deficit will be reduced next year as we try to leave enough in the bank but 

increase offerings 
- Past two seasons, we have run the same deficit of around $14,000 

- Questions from members 
- The new facility on Chemong Road availability.  

- Indoor bookings can be booked by coaches but awaiting approval before 
PBA can allow usage because of the human occupancy issues are 
resolved. There are no insurances. Usage will be based on coaches 

- Tier 1 and Tier 2 fields: Do lower-tiered teams get a chance to play on 
higher-level fields?  

- Used as a motivator to play the highest level of baseball in Peterborough. 
Everything else is the same across the Tiers.  

- Hitting Cage at Trent? 
- The only spot would be to clear forest in right field 
- Suggestion: Convert bullpens into usable batting cages 
- The city of Peterborough has issues with this and meetings have been 

had where nothing gets resolved 
- Program to draw people into the city to play by expanding infrastructure at 

Riverside for an academy that includes turf to take ground balls, mounds, and do 
batting practice.  

- The city of Peterborough informed the Executive, that scoreboards at Riverside 
and Trent were tendered and to be delivered in 2016 yet has not delivered on 
that statement 

- Netting for Riverside hitting cage is dangerous 
- Executive can look into purchasing and outfitting that 

- Tarps for fields that are of higher quality 
- Executive can look into purchasing 

- House League Development could be run by recent graduates if costs would be 
increased 

- Prior efforts along this line which were free of charge and were not 
attended 

- Dissolve the Executive in 2019 
- Motioned by Shawn Micks, seconded by Grant Elson 

- Results for voting for the Executive in 2020 
- Shawn Micks: President 
- Adam Crowley: VP Operations 
- Noah Crowley: VP Business 
- Ashvin Mohindra: Tigers Rep 
- Stephanie Wells: Sponsorship  
- Grant Elson: Scheduling Director 

 


